
About Adrian Vega… 
One of the best CloseUp Magicians from 
Spain and with more international 
projection, living in Las Vegas and 
working with Criss Angel as the CloseUp 
Magician in his touring show “The 
Supernaturalists”. Also, Adrian Vega 
works as a active consultant for Criss 
Angel, performing as well in his last TV 
show “Trick´d Up”.  

He has received a lot of awards like the 
Spanish CloseUp Champion in 2013. Also 
he was Magician of the year in 2014, and 
he has international awards as “Award of 
Merit” in RonMcMillan in London (2013), 
Second Prize in the last IBM Convention 
in USA, People´s Choice Award and Obie
´s FFF award in 2016 getting a great 
standing ovation next year in this 
prestigious convention FFFF. Even, he 
owns a FISM Europe Award in 2017 and 
“Ascanio Award 2018” becoming the 
Spanish Magician of the year. 

During his time in Spain, he is a active 
teacher in the “Tamariz School of Magic” 
in Madrid. 

Now, he is really exciting to share all that 
h e l e a r n e d i n t h e s e ye a r s a s a 
profesional magician and creative in this 
magic world. 

Even, during 2018 and 2019, Penguin 
Magic and Murphys will release more 
than 10 original tricks, his brand new 
creations. 

So, you shouldn’t miss this special lecture 
with a lot new magic and theory mixed 
with typical Spanish School of Magic 
and a lot of experience traveling with 
one of the biggest magic shows out there. 

You will enjoy it!! 

Don't miss it!! 

"Astonishing, Dynamic, Revolutionary, Innovative, Artistic, Nouveau. This is the Acronym to 
describe A.D.R.I.A.N Vega. These words describe this charming intelligent teacher and 

performer to the T. You do not want to miss the opportunity of a lifetime to learn from this 
brilliant mind. My friend Adrian is a force to be reckoned with.” Banachek 

"Adrian Vega is one of a new generation in the Spanish School of Magic's “fresh style” and 
“new ideas”. So attractive that you'll really want to learn and use. His magic is powerful and 

very practical. You will enjoy his work." - Shoot Ogawa


"This guy is a clever and creative magician. But the most important is a great and charming 
artist. I am a big fan." - Hector Mancha, Grand Prix FISM 

           Adrian Vega Lecture



          AREA 52 
”Area 52 is the name of this special lecture, 

because i was inspired by the “Area 51”, 
one special and secret place in the state of 

Nevada (USA), this place was very near where i 
was preparing this lecture, one place with a lot 

of unsolved mysteries. 

Although in this lecture, i will not discover any 
of these mysteries, i invite you to walk around 
my “Area 52”, where you will discover some of 
my mysteries with one deck of cards (some of 

them were part of my multi-award act), and 
one of my favorite close-up routine, known as 

Dice Stacking in Mexico. 

Beside of all of this, i will share all that i 
learned these last years as performer in one of 

the largest magic productions, and as 
consultant of the famous magician Criss Angel 

in Las Vegas” 
Adrian Vega 

Individual Tricks 
‣ Screwed Card. See here 
‣ sCAANdal. One of the cleanest version of CAAN 

with a killer ending, showing that all deck is absolutely 
blank.  See here 

‣ The Profiteer. Great tool that you will always have 
in your wallet. One “normal bill” that allow you to 
perform the card in the box, but this time in clear view 
and much more organic. See here 

Tricks included in the lecture notes 
(Book) 

‣ W.Thomas Trick Opener. See here. 
‣ Four Fly Restored. Four pieces from one signed 

card flying hand to hand as a classical 3-fly, but this 
time restoring at the same time. Super visual and 
practical..  

‣ Stabbed DECK. A new idea about the classic 
Stabbed Card. For first time you can stab the deck of 
cards completely, but only one signed card will stick to 
the knife. Visual Magic and comedy. 

‣ Four For CAAN. Very clean version of CAAN with 
no duplicates, only one normal deck of cards and the 
spectator thinks and counts to the number. No 
change, nothing, juts magic… and one tool. 

‣ Mercury. Jazz Aces´s version with very visual 
movements with four small mirrors. Instant reset, 
perfect for Table Hopping. . 

‣ My “carta gafe”. Perfect example of theory magic 
as economy of movements, clean and natural 
movements, misdirection… with a very amazing 
ending. Four aces looks like the selected card, but, 
suddenly, nothing is what seems. 

‣ Secret Code. A trick completo “semi-automatic” 
with a lot of comedy and with a very powerful effect. In 
this case, the magician NEVER touch the deck and the 
magic happens. 

‣ Tequila Güey. Very special routine of Dice Stacking 
inspired by the “Casinos” in Mexico, skills and magic 
are perfectly mixed in this routine with three different 
productions under the same cup (Salt, Lemon and 
Tequila).  

‣ Ending Card Box. Visual effect where the card box 
is transformed into a big poster of whatever you want. 
It is great to start or to end a magic session. Infinity 
possibilities.  

              Every single magic trick is practical, powerful 
and very comercial. 

magia@adrianvega.es               www.adrianvega.es 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JIQJIOQgVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exdQPnS95dM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ7v3nAZU8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAKHWGppMWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JIQJIOQgVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exdQPnS95dM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ7v3nAZU8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAKHWGppMWQ


“I just booked the lecture for Puerto Rico 
magicians and now they can´t stop 
talking about Adrian Vega. Elegant 

magic, new and fresh ideas and great 
sleight of hand. Can´t wait to bring him 

back”. 
-Reynold Alexander-  

President of Puerto Rico Magicians 

“Area 52” Adrian Vega´s Lecture



“He is more than 
talented, his ideas are 

uniques and very 
valuables , i am sure 

you will want to learn 
everything from his 

magic”
-Rene Perdigón-

President of Magic Club 
of Miami


